FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: London/Gibraltar, 23rd June 2020

Dear QUANTOCOIN and QUANTOPAY Enthusiasts,
First of all we do hope that all of you are healthy and stay fit amid the pandemic situation! We
have a member of our team, suffering unfortunately from COVID and please follow our best
wishes for a fast recovery!
Still, the whole team has been working very hard the last weeks and months and the fruits
started growing with many exciting news in the pipeline.
Most importantly: The VISA card onboarding is in full swing and if all goes as per plan, we
will be on air in September with our QuantoPay payment platform beta version and with the
full functionality before December.
Furthermore, today we received a very much appreciated letter from our banking partner
and VISA coordinator, CONTIS, (please find attached to this newsletter) confirming that
after a long and painful 1 ½ years of testing and legal and financial due diligence the VISA
onboarding has started and that we finally could promote again our Blockchain app and own
cryptocurrency QUANTOCOIN. For the past year we had been ask regulatory and VISA card
requirements to remain passive, as it would have jeopardized the approval for the QuantoPay
Challenger Bank approval.
Hence, we are expecting the onboarding of our blockchain and crypto exchange application
together with our already very popular Quantocoin by Q2 of next year.
We immediately started again our communications with various Cryptocurrency Exchanges,
like Shortex, with whom we worked already in 2019 very successfully for our IEO. Still, in
order to protect those of you who have already invested into Quantocoin, we will make sure
that the value will be stabilized as good as possible and manipulation of the respective exchange
rates avoided. So please, once Quantocoin is again on the exchanges, do not expect, in your
very best own interest, that you can just sell them all at the same time. The market capitalization
is still small and therefore a high volatility possible.
We are happy to announce as well a new team member, Mr. Tarik, better known as “Mr.
Bitcoin”, who advised the Dubai government on blockchain and cryptocurrency aspects. His
decade long experience in the field of cryptocurrencies will be a true added value and through
his excellent marketing know-how and Arabic language skills we trust that we will eventually
conquer as well the very difficult Arab market.
Some of you may have seen already the post of our director Pablo on Twitter informing about
the new version of our QUANTOCOIN WAVES accounts. You have to log in now through
the following link please: https://waves.exchange/

Last but not least, congratulations to all those of you who made use of our exclusive
Convertible Notes round by either directly investing in shares in QuantoPay Ltd, or making
use of the QUANTOCOIN token to QUANTOPAY shares discounted transition! We are glad
having you all on board of our family and will surely grow now even faster together. For those
of you who could not yet decide or missed the opportunity, the offer is still on with some
limited amounts. Again and again of course please always look at our Terms and Conditions
under
https://quantocoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/TermsConditionsFIN2.pdf
and
obtain qualified advise before investing in our project as success is never guaranteed!
Special thanks to all our Ambassadors, who remain so loyal and fully supportive throughout
all the years of our surely not easy journey!
Stay safe and wait for more news to come soon!
Your QuantoPay & Quantocoin Team

